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This paper is the first of three which are directed towards a unified 
theory of the characters of the Weyl groups of the simple Lie algebras, 
using their common structure as reflection groups. The same problem 
for the conjugacy classes was dealt with by Carter [2], and his use 
of Weyl subgroups will be adopted here. 
We start with the Weyl group of type A, i.e., the symmetric group. 
The character theory is well-known but we shall be presenting new 
and more elegant proofs which are capable of being generalized to 
other Weyl groups. In particular, we shall be presenting a partial 
ordering on the partitions, which is much more natural than the often 
used lexicographic ordering. It has a useful pictorial representation 
which will be extended in the forthcoming papers on the Weyl groups 
of types C and D. 
In this and the later papers, all Lie algebras and all representations 
will be over the complex field. 
The material in this paper forms part of a Ph.D. thesis submitted 
to the University of Warwick. I would like to express my appreciation 
to Professor R. W. Carter who, as my supervisor, provided both 
assistance and encouragement. I am grateful to the Science Research 
Council for their financial support. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall use W for the symmetric group on I letters-which is also 
the Weyl group of type A,-, . We refer the reader to [3] (particularly 
pp. 190-197) and [l] (Chap. IV) f or much of the undefined terminology 
and quoted results. 
If A = (A1 ,..., ;t), x, > *** > X, > 0 is a partition of I, so that 
AI + .** + X, = I, we write A t- 1 or 1 h 1 = 1. The array of squares 
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associated with h will be called a frame; a diagram is a frame with the 
squares filled in with the numbers l,..., I in any order and any one 
of these diagrams will be denoted by D, . The dual frame (resp. diagram, 
partition X’) is obtained by interchanging the columns and rows. It 
will often be convenient to abuse notation, where no confusion can 
arise, by referring to the frame or a diagram of a partition X simply 
as h itself. In this paper h, ,u will always be partitions of I such that 
h = (A, )...) h)Y P = (CL1 >.“Y CL&-)- 
Any Weyl subgroup of W has the form S,,, x a*. x SA,, h, > *** > 
A, > 0, A, + * * * + h, = 1, and so can be considered as the row stabilizer 
of a suitable diagram D, and so we may write the Weyl subgroup as 
WA = R(D,). Th e column stabilizer will be written C(D,) = WA, . 
We define a partial ordering < on the partitions of 1 by 
h<p if and only if f hi < f pi 
i=l i=l 
for m = l,..., min(r, s). This partial ordering may be realized “pic- 
torially.” Thus h < p if and only if TV may be obtained from X by 
repeating as many times as is necessary the operation of removing 
a square from the end of a row of h and adding it onto the end of a row 
higher up so as to obtain another partition. (Here, of course, we are 
referring to the frames of h and CL.) This process will often be referred 
to as moving (squares) up, and leads immediately to a duality relation: 
h<p if and only if p’ < X’. 
2. DECOMPOSITION OF INDUCED PRINCIPAL CHARACTER 
Let h t- I, fix a diagram D, , and set WA = R(DJ. In this section 
we decompose lFA into its irreducible constituents. Let E be the sign 
character of W, i.e., E is the homomorphism E: W -+ {+ 1, -11 such 
that C(W) = -1 for every odd permutation w of W. 
LEMMA 2.1. 1 Ln and E$~, contain a unique common irreducible con- 
stituent. 
Proof. Set W(h; r) = W, n yW,,y-l = R(Q) n C(yDd and sup- 
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pose W = Uyd W,yW,* is a double coset decomposition of W. Then 
by Mackey’s character formula 
Now if 1 W(A;y) = EW(A;1/) > then W(h; y) contains only even permutations 
so that no two symbols are collinear in DA and co-columnar in yDA , 
otherwise any two such symbols a, b would give a transposition (ab) 
which would lie in W(h; y). Hence y E W,W,~ by [3]. Thus only the 
first term of the Mackey summand is nonzero and is clearly equal to 1. 
We call the common irreducible constituent xA. Let A = C W, the 
group algebra of W over the complex field, and define two essential 
idempotents 
Then A& affords the character I:, , AT, the character EF~, , and so 
the minimal left ideal AQ , where e,, = &qA, affords the character x”. 
By a similar proof to the result in [3], one may show 
LEMMA 2.2. Let h, p + 1 and suppose X Q p. Then if D, , D,, are 
corresponding diagrams, then there exist two symbols collinear in DA and 
co-columnar in D,, . 
Thus, as in the proof of 2.1, using Mackey’s formula, we find that 
(GA 9 ‘iF,, ) = the number of representatives y of the (FE’,, , W,t)-double 
coset decomposition of W, such that W, n yW,* y-l contains only even 
permutations. Since W, n y W,) y-l = R(D,J n C( yDJ, we see, by 
Lemma 2.2, that 
x s P * CGA 3 4J = 0. (1) 
This allows us to show 
LEMMA 2.3. All the irreducible characters of W have the form x”, 
for some partition h of 1. Furthermore, these characters are all distinct. 
Proof. Suppose x” = x IL. 
and (1 F, ,4?,,) # 0 
Then it is easy to see that (‘LA, E;,,) # 0 
since xA occurs as an irreducible constituent of 
all four characters. Hence by (1) A < TV and p < h so h = II. Since 
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the conjugacy classes of W are parametrized by the partitions of I, 
it is clear that we have all the irreducible characters of W. 
We can now prove the main theorem of this section: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A, p t- 1. Then 
and 
where a,, , b, are nonnegative integers. 
Proof. Suppose (1 
that (1 iFA , G,, 
zh, xu) # 0, then by definition, (c$, , xp) # 0 so 
) # 0 and hence h < p by (I). This proves the first 
equation and the second is proved similarly. 
This result was known to Frobenius, although he used the lexico- 
graphic ordering. 
3. STRENGTHENING OF THE DECOMPOSITION 
This section will be devoted to showing that the integers a,, b, 
occurring in Theorem 2.4 are nonzero. So if p > h, then XL” does indeed 
occur in the decomposition of 1 gA . We first need to prove the following 
lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let DA be a diagram corresponding to X and suppose 
h < P- Then there exists a diagram D, corresponding to p such that no 
two collinear symbols of DA are co-columnar in D,, . 
Proof. We use induction on the number of squares occurring in 
a near-partition; that is, the frame of a partition with the first n (n a 
nonnegative integer) squares in the top row removed. We can then 
fill in the squares to obtain a diagram in the usual way. 
Assume, for simplicity, that the squares in the top row of D,, contain 
the symbols l,..., hr. Remove the top row of DA to form a diagram 
Dd corresponding to a near-partition 1. Remove also the first X, squares 
in the top row of the frame for p to give the near-partition p (h, < pI 
as A < p). Then by induction, there exists a diagram Dfi (consisting 
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of the symbols h, + I,..., E) such that’ no two collinear symbols of 
Dn are co-columnar in Dp . Putting back the A1 squares containing 
the symbols l,..., h, into both DA and Dp gives us the diagrams DA , D, , 
respectively, and it is clear that any pair of symbols collinear in DA 
are not co-columnar in D, , as required. 
The heart of this section is contained in the next theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose A < p and that DA , D,, are corresponding 
diagrams such that no two collinear symbols of DA are co-columnar in D, . 
Then 6e, # 0. 
Proof. The condition of the theorem can be restated as 
R(D,) n C(D,) = 1. 
We use induction on the number of parts n, of X not equal to 1. If 
n,, = 0, then the result is trivial as & = 1. Suppose n,, = 1 so that 
h = (h, , 1 I+) with h, > 1. It will be sufficient to show that the 
coefficient of the unit element 1 of W in &e, is nonzero; this coefficient 
is 2 c(e) summed over those elements qU of IV,) such that there exist 
elements p, of W, and p, of WA such that p,pUq,, = 1. Let b be a symbol 
not occurring in the first row of DA. Then p,(b) = b so p,,(b) = 
q;l(b) = c, say. But then b and c lie in the same row and column of 
D, and hence b = c. Thus qti can only contain, in its cycle decomposition, 
the symbols in the first row of DA so that qU E WA . By construction 
of DA and D, , it follows that qv = 1, and therefore the required coefficient 
C E(qJ > 0. This shows that &e,, # 0 for n, = 1. 
Now suppose n, > 1. Our inductive hypothesis is: if u + 1, u < Y, 
and R(D,) r\ C(D,) = 1, then n, < nA =F- &ev # 0. 
Set X = (X, ,..., h,-, , 1’) and X = (X, , 1 z-hs), where s = nA so A, > I, 
A s+1 = 1, and t = I - (h, + a.* + As-r). As n* > 1, 
X&i<A<p, nd < nA and “1 = 1. 
So by induction, and as e, is a multiple of a primitive idempotent for 
any v + 1, 
5r = E w, , 
Y 
where R(Dx) n C(D,) = 1 an d x, are positive nonzero integers. Similarly, 
because nx = 1 < nA , 
sx = E Y/l, 
D 
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where R(Dr) n C(D,) = 1 and y,, are positive nonzero integers. 
We are at liberty to choose D,- and DA so that the symbols in the 
first s - 1 rows of DA are in the same order as the symbols in the first 
s - 1 rows of D, , and the symbols in the first row of Dx and the sth 
row of DA are also identically arranged. Thus 
since X < x and e, , e, are orthogonal idempotents. Hence &e, = 
x,y,e, # 0. So as R(D,) < R(D,J and R(Dx) < R(D,), we have that 
t.~ > h > x and R(Di) n C(D,) = 1 and R(Dx) n C(D,) = 1. Thus 
&e, # 0 which, by induction, completes the proof of the theorem. 
We can now prove the result we are aiming for: 
COROLLARY 3.3. 
( 4&, x”) # 0 0 x 2 p- 
Proof. If h < /L, then by choosing appropriate diagrams we have, 
by Theorem 3.2, that &,e, # 0. Hence Ae, < A& since Ae, is a minimal 
left ideal. But as A& affords the character 1 LA and Ae, the character x’“, 
we must have that xu occurs in the decomposition of 1 PA . The second 
result may be obtained by using the duality relation for < and noting 
that qA = $‘. 
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